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By Nina Post

Curiosity Quills Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 214 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x
5.9in. x 0.6in.Praise for Extra Credit Epidemic: Extra Credit Epidemic, Posts first foray into YA, is,
without a doubt, her best book. The plot is tighter, the characterization richer and the humor
funnier than anything shes ever written. The book is aimed at a YA audience, but should be required
reading for one and all. - David J. PetersonI really loved the growth that Taffy showed through the
course of the book, and the strong team she built with Taylor, Gabe, and Van. - K. SozaevaAbout the
book: When a brilliant yet reclusive high school student uncovers a small cluster of foodborne
infections, she teams up with a former state epidemiologist turned science teacher to investigate,
but as the cases start to multiply, she realizes that shell need more than just her sharp intellect to
find the source of the outbreak. Taffy Snackerge is a high school senior who likes doing things her
way. Gifted in science, shed rather analyze infectious diseases and pick up a girl for the occasional
fling than deal with her boring schoolwork or the high school social scene. When she notices a...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook may be worth a read, and far better than other. It is among the most incredible ebook i have read. You will like the way the article writer
publish this publication.
-- Candace Raynor-- Candace Raynor

It is straightforward in read through better to fully grasp. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e publication. Your way of life
period will likely be transform when you full reading this article publication.
-- Merl Jaskolski II-- Merl Jaskolski II
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